From:

GARY NORTHINGTON

Date:

6/3/2019 7:34:19 PM

To:

Rudy Davis

Attachments:

03 JUN 2019 (Email 1 of 3)
Dear Rudy & Erin,
Please send me a listing of the files on my webpage like you sent before. When MDOC
accessed my tablet by WiFi on 29 MARCH 2019 and deleted my legal documents, they also
deleted the list of my webpage files from my JP5 tablet.
It was good to talk to you again. Memorial Day brought a few tears as I prayed for friends who
are no longer with us and those scarred by war, which I in part related to you. The
documentaries on History Channel were difficult to watch. A U.S. MARINE friend narrated
and was pictured in some of the History Channel videos. I told him, last year, that I worked on
the avionics of some of the U.S. Air Force F-4 Phantom fighters that saved him from the Viet
Cong at Khe Sanh because I recognized the tail numbers on some of them. He described that as
a terrible fight. It is often difficult for many of us at Vietnam Veterans meetings as we share our
experiences. I'm thankful that teaching music helps some of them with their PTSD.
Today, my blood pressure was 188/89 mmHg at 0900 hours. I went for a 1.5 mile walk and it
dropped so low I could not thereafter stay awake. On 28 MAY 2019, it was 199/90 mmHg, then
after a 1-mile walk it dropped to 147/86 mmHg which is acceptable. I believe these
hypertensive emergencies are caused by untreated allergies to skin lotions used by guys around
me that cause Pulmonary Edema, or the Pulmonary Edema that occurs as I sleep, or both.
It was found that my brother's missing 20 AUGUST 2018 Money Order to GTL in Gainesville,
FL ended up cashed in Mobil, AL. It appears someone is in great trouble but further I know not.
Years ago, when first introduced to You, I sent a one-page flyer that is 2 emails of this group of
3. When going through an old stack of papers, yesterday, the original 1999 version was
discovered which is page 1 of FREY #1 and FREY #2. Many of the details had fadded to the
back of my memory but were reinforced with reading FREY #1.
Assistant MI Attorney General Meredith Beidler, in my Medical Lawsuit, responded to my
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE with the same type of PSYCHOBABBLE that comes from the
BRIBE-TAKING JUDICIARY OF the S.E. MICHIGAN PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA. She says
realities of FREY #1 and FREY #2 that I experienced don't exist despite the documentation
attached to the MOTION. She either has the mentality of a Marxist reeducation camp
commandant or is a SNOWFLAKE who has never experienced the realities of life by isolating
herself in a "SAFE SPACE". She quit the case after giving her DELUSIONAL response and
was replaced by another PC CHILD who has temper tantrums. My SHOW CAUSE MOTION
has to do with MDOC STAFF taking my legal documents from my tablet by WiFi on 29
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MARCH 2019.
I went to the Enemy's Camp, and I -- took back what he stole from me..... I sing that often.
PTL!!! Thank, You, Jesus. MAY GOD BLESS AND PROTECT Y'ALL. /s/ Gary M, a.k.a.
Roadrunner
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POMafia INTRODUCTION; FREY #1:
1. On 05 JULY (or AUG) 1986, my wife & I eyewitnessed then Chief Monroe County
Prosecutor WILLIAM D. FREY solicit and accept a $2,000 bribe from WALTER E. VERDUN
to protect MR. VERDUN from homicide prosecution after VERDUN shot Robert Hooker Lee
in the back of his head. Prosecutor FREY said he would make the murder appear as a suicide
because the Monroe County Coroner "owes me one". (VERDUN often bragged of running
"numbers for the Detroit mafia" and other things.)
2. From 15 SEPTEMBER to 06 OCTOBER of 1986, I was privy to conversations wherein
PROSECUTOR FREY named JUDGE J.J. KELLEY, WILLIAM F. LaVOY and PATRICIA
COSTELLO as taking cash money to render court judgments in FREY's favor "if I go into
chambers before court". Mr. FREY spoke of hiring a "hit man named JOHNSON" to "get rid of
(Charles) Magg" who he was attempting to arrest. FREY bragged he would, "get Magg up to
Ypsi (State mental hospital) and pump him so full of drugs he won't know who he is when he
gets out", and getting JAMES ROSTASH or MARK BRAUNLICH to represent MAGG as a
Public Defender so he could do this. FREY was unhappy when MAGG paid for his own
attorney.
3. In JANUARY 1987, WILLIAM D. FREY was opposing Counsel in a case involving me. On
02 JANUARY 1987, I informed FREY that I had obtained an attorney for the case. MR. FREY
said, "You made this case hostile by getting an attorney". (This was minutes after FREY
showed me a picture of 2.5 pounds of cocaine he had taken from Gary Mountain who later
allegedly paid to get 2-years probation for possession of the cocaine.)
4. At about 0500 hours on 08 JANUARY 1987, I filled a plastic tumbler on my counter and
began to drink water from it but spit the water out because it had a caustic taste. I drank a glass
of fresh water, then began driving to Adrian, MI. About 5-minutes down the road, my vision
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flashed white and I was blinded for a while as I managed to pull to the side of the road and park
in a familiar lot. When my vision restored about 20-minutes later, I returned home, layed down
and was not concious until around 2000 hours.
5. Around 2000 hours on 08 JANUARY 1987, I noticed the bottom 1/4-inch of aforesaid plastic
tumbler was frosted as if by acetone, then identified the substance in the plastic tumbler as a
banned pesticide named DURSBAN-4E because it still smelled. The only person I knew who
had DURSBAN 4E was WALTER E. VERDUN.
6. After 2300 hours on 08 JANUARY 1987: I began working on materials for a construction
contract. As I was cutting a microphone connector, everything flashed white, I saw on of my
fingers being cut by the hacksaw I was using, and said, "What's going on here?" As I turned to
the left, I caught a glimpse of a bluejean jacket with a red-flannel lining, then everything went
black. (Both TIMOTHY PAUL BAKER and WALTER E. VERDUN usually wore such a
jacket.) I also vaguely recall what appeared to be a tall, thin man in what I later realized may
have been a deputy sheriff uniform or just a brown jacket. The next thing I recall is becoming
conscious while laying in a pool of water on the concrete floor with an electrical extension cord
laying on me. It was plugged into a GFI outlet that had tripped, apparently when someone put
the electrical cord on top of me. I then noticed the blood from my cut finger all over my
workbench (where I was cutting the microphone connector) and the floor. I ran out of the house
and saw nothing but fresh truck tire tracks in the snow of my driveway. At sometime, I went to
Toledo, OH and spoke to the Desk Sergeant about what happened and asked what I should do
but filed no report because it was a Michigan incident.
7. On 10 JANUARY 1987, I was arrested after Prosecutor FREY, Deputies CAL CAREY and
THOMAS REDMUND, and WALTER E. VERDUN held a SECRET POLICE TRIAL to make
a false case against me. On 03 AUGUST 1987, Prosecutor FREY testified I was accused of a
crime before the alleged crime could have existed (HT. II, 03 AUG 1987).
8. In APRIL and MAY of 1987, Jailhouse Informants committed assault and battery on me in
attempts to elicit incriminating responses because I refused to speak to them and claimed my
Right to Remain Silent. They told me what to say, according to what Prosecutor FREY and
Company had instructed them to say.
9. In OCTOBER 1987, I was convicted of CONSPIRACY based on the false words of a known
liar, TIMOTHY PAUL BAKER. Monroe County Deputy Sheriffs GERALD BEGIN and CAL
CAREY also testified to words I did not say.
10. On 18 AUGUST 1988 at a Jackson Prison (SMI), a Jailhouse Informant of Prosecutor
WILLIAM D. FREY attempted to stab me with a knife after I sued FREY in the Attorney
Grievance Commission. I pushed the Informant's face into a wall, then he ran out of the
cellblock and across the yard to the prison Control Center during a time when prisoners were
not allowed on the yard. I never saw him before or after the event. My later Michigan Supreme
Court case number became 88818 which is reverse numbers of the date of the attempted
stabbing, 8/18/88, a SATANIC PRACTICE of the MICHIGAN JUDICIARY. FREY was
permanently disbarred on 17 NOVEMBER 1999, GRIEVANCE ADMINISTRATOR v FREY,
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Atty. Discipline Board No. 92-184-GA. Special Procecutor JAMES ROSTASH (of 23
Washington, Monroe, MI) was suspended regarding a $30,000 unlawful payment with FREY
during my case, G.A. v ROSTASH, 457 Mich 289 (1999).
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POMafia INTRODUCTION; FREY #2:
11. On 12 FEBRUARY 1989, a Jailhouse Informant put in my cell told me what he had been
told to do to me by the PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA and that he would go to the FBI about it upon
release. On 05 MARCH 1989, I saw him on TV tied in a fetal position with a bullet in the back
of his head. Bill Bonds reported he had been executed on 04 MARCH 1989. I was told of 10
more such events by the Police State but can only verify 4 via TV, etc. I did nothing but pray
for protection. HOLY BIBLE, Psalm 91; Jeremiah 20:11.
12. On 16 FEBRUARY 1990, when I went to court to get a deposition from Prosecutor
WILLIAM D. FREY, 3 Monroe County Deputies WALTER HUGHES, DAN KUHN and
GARY KUJAWA, incited by DENISE SMITH committed assault and battery on me and
attempted to break my neck. They settled out of court in NORTHINGTON v SHERRARD, ET
AL, No. 90-71522-DT (ED Mich 1990-1994). Informant DENNIS POLLARD was involved.
13. On 10 OCTOBER 1990 at 0940 hours: Monroe County Deputy Sheriff FRED BEDFORD
put me in the Detroit Courtroom of visiting JUDGE MICHAEL J. TALBOT, said "STAND
HERE", then left for about 20-minutes. I had a clear view of TALBOT'S CHAMBERS through
a CRACKED DOOR. SPECIAL PROSECUTOR GREGORY JONES (of 23 Washington,
Monroe, MI) sat across the desk from Judge Talbot. PROSECUTOR JONES HSNDED A
MANILA ENVELOPE TO TALBOT WHILE SAYING, "HERE ARE A COUPLE
THOUSAND REASONS TO DECIDE FOR THE PROSRCUTOR". TALBOT TOOK THE
ENVELOPE FROM JONES, LOOKED AT THE CONTENTS AND SAID, "... COUPLE
THOUSAND???" JONES REPLIED, "... MORE LIKE FOUR THOUSAND". THERE WAS A
COURT HEARING AT 1000 hours. This was blatant MAFIA intimidation.
14. In DECEMBER 1990, 2 Jailhouse Informants (JAMMER & PORTER) at JCF said a
member of my family would be killed if I testified at retrial. I testified. On 02 JANUARY 1991,
someone attempted to assassinate my brother with a bullet to the head; a PUBLIC OFFICE
MAFIA hit. The FBI replaced the door of his truck and his Stetson hat.
15. In MARCH 1992: Lt. Deputy Sheriff MICHAEL E. DAVISON testified before the
Attorney Discipline Board against Prosecutor FREY. Subsequently, the deputy's son was found
dead about two weeks after two Jailhouse INFORMANTS (Willie MAYS #212898 was 1)
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forecasted this death to me; a PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA HIT and attempt to set me up.
16. In AUGUST 1992: the PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA group to which the then Ex-Prosecutor
FREY was party set off 5 incendiary bombs in the Monroe County Courthouse to destroy
records of JUDICIAL CORRUPTION; a PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA cover-up.
17. On 24 JUNE 1996: Jailhouse Informant TOLBERT #218704 attempted to MURDER ME.
He was involved with Monroe Informant DENNIS POLLARD. I got a 1.5 inch gash on my
forehead, 2 fractured vertebrae and COPD as a result. Deputy Warden ALLEN GARY HAIGH
took a bribe to set up this PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA HIT, then lost his job.
18. On 04 DECEMBER 1996: the then Ex-Prosecutor FREY found a bomb in his car. It is
alleged he became loose tongued about Monroe County JUDICIAL CORRUPTION; a PUBLIC
OFFICE MAFIA hit.
19. On 17 MARCH 1997 at MCF, Jailhouse Informant TONY SMITH (or ALEXANDER) put
a Deer Tick on the back of my right knee while I napped. He jumped back with pinched finger
and thumb as I turned to find cause of the mosquito-like sting and knocked off the brown and
black tick. Two weeks later, I had Erythema Migrans rash, severe joint pains and fever of
103.6° (I measured it). The fever repeated every 3-weeks. Dr. FRANKLIN MESSANY of
Muskegon said, "You have a circular rash and fever but WE DON'T CARE AS LONG AS
YOU CAN WALK TO CHOW". He refused to treat the Lyme Disease which is terminal when
untreated. In JUNE 1997, I became very I'll after multiple X-rays were taken by technician
JUNE (male). This was a PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA hit. On 03 APRIL 1998 at KCF, Dr. Jesus
Neri said, "I'm going to (sic) for a better paying job, so I don't care what they say. It's unethical
to not treat you". He then prescribed Doxy line antibiotic.
20. On 04 FEBRUARY 1999 at KCF, a Jailhouse INFORMANT (Weatherman?) knocked me
out without provocation. On 03 SEPTEMBER 1999 at KCF, Jailhouse Informant Dennis
ERDMAN #205858 attempted to setup a hit on me for the next day. On 04 MARCH 2000 at
SRF, Jailhouse INFORMANT JOHN JOYNER #125052 threatened to kill me and attempted to
setup a hit on me.
21. In AUGUST 2002: Abby Newman used national radio to expose facts of me being falsely
imprisoned and named involved persons. The PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA retaliated with 3
attempts to cause her bodily harm. On 23 AUGUST 2002, THEY attempted to kidnap her. On
24 AUGUST 2002, THEY made concurrent attempts to seriously harm or MURDER my
brother and Abby at 2 different locations about 100-miles apart, in the SAME WAY at the
SAME TIME. All lug nuts of my brother's new Jeep were loosened within one turn of being
fully off. He would have crashed and burned on I-75 if he had not discovered this before
driving. Abby received the same treatment except the accelerator on her car was rigged to stick
down. WALTER E. VERDUN (Houghton Lake, MI), WALTER JOHN VERDUN (Taylor, MI)
and TIMOTHY PAUL BAKER (Toledo, OH) appear to be party to this.
22. On 04 MAY 2004, another attempt to harm Abby left a penny-sized burn mark and scar on
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her right temple. On 04 FEBRUARY 2005, Curtis Smith of Manchester, MI was found dead
because he intended to tell authorities about the source of the assault on Abby.
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